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Introduction
Children easily remember stories and whole books in their native language. They can do so in English as well.
The supporters of the lexical approach claim that language should be taught in chunks. Why not start from an
early age? At this stage children cannot write down phrases in their vocabulary books but they can memorize
whole sentences from their favourite book.
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Using stories and books for children in teaching young and very young learners to build
a stock of whole phrases
Lewis (2008: 50) states that “…the lexical approach encourages the introduction of powerful patterns as lexical
items – that is without analysis of their internal structure – appropriately early in the syllabus.” Stories are part
of children’s acquiring their native language. They create natural environment for remembering large phrases in
the foreign language and guarantee turning the input into intake. Children’s books contextualize the foreign
language not only through the text but through the pictures as well. Using the book and other visuals we can
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activate certain phrases (e.g. full of, a pair of).

Activities over children’s books
The book Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown is introduced at the end of three successive classes.
During the first two we read a colourful page and the following black and white pages. Each time we start from
the beginning. During the third class we read the whole book. Two more times we read the whole book and do
certain activities and then we read occasionally. Reading the whole text or larger excerpts is supported by Lewis
(2000: 181) “…phrases are easier to remember than words; breaking things into smaller pieces does not
necessarily make them simpler.”
 Using pictures we can create the following sentences:
In the great green / yellow bottle there was a big / small / pink fly.
At the second stage of this activity we change the places of the constituents in the phrase: first say what, then
where.
There is a blue butterfly on the big mushroom.
There is a frog / ladybird under the big mushroom.
The same pictures are used so that children acquire the phrase both ways – the way it is met in the story and the
way it is naturally met.
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 Using pictures the children practise the expressions a … full of … (e.g. a bottle full of milk, a box full of
chocolates) and a pair of (gloves, shoes, scissors, glasses, trousers). Later on the second expression can be
expanded by adding colours: a pair of blue / red socks, jeans.
Children remember some of these pictures for life and the view or the memory of the picture unlocks the
corresponding expression in English. This way we provide expressions ready to be used in sentences.
 There is a complex sentence with an attributive clause. Although it is too complicated for young learners
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they learn it by heart and the formula stays in their mind to illustrate grammar later on. The children enjoy
practising this complex sentence with pictures (a crazy/happy young lady/boy/girl (who is) shouting Hooray!).

Building a story
The primary school students fill in more slots in the first sentence:
“In the adjective room there was a/an adjective noun who loved/hated + -ing or + noun
This is the opening sentence of a new story.
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One sunny / cloudy / foggy day he / she / it (X) went to the … . X wanted (to buy) a (new) (pair of) socks / jeans /
T-shirt. It was / They were magic. When X put it / them on …
This can be done as a whole class activity with 4 th grade students: either the class discussing and the teacher
writing the suggestions on the board or each student in turn adding a new sentence to the story.

Conclusions
As a result of our work the children learned the phrases from Goodnight Moon and could say the words as soon
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as the teacher turned the page. They also enjoyed working with books and learned the next one as well.
Using real books in the foreign language classroom we develop positive attitude to books and reading, interest
in books in English and build a stock of ready to be used expressions.
In a similar way various sentences from any book can be turned into funny activities. Young learners practise
phrases and reinforce vocabulary. Acquiring such sentences and having practised the structures with various
fillers the children can easily break the formulae and actively use them later on.
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